
Our week in Abtenau 

06.05. – 10.05.2019 

Monday 

The day started with the video presentations of the schools, which were very 

exciting. Then  we ‘printed’ T-shirts with our flags. That was a little bit long. 

After that we started learning to dance because we got a ‘job’ to learn an 

Erasmus dance with the other nations and at the end of the week we had to 

perform it. It was boring for me because I don't like dancing. After lunch we 

went on an "Action Bound" which was very good because we could explore 

Abtenau a bit more. (Bendegúz)  

 

Tuesday 

We started our day with English lessons, where the teachers 

taught us a lot about the week's topic: immigration. In the 

afternoon we went to a salt mine on the border of Austria and 

Germany. We had to wear 

big white jacket and 

trousers. We had a great time, there were slides which we could use 

as many times as we could climb the stairs back. We saw funny clips 

about the history of this mine. My favourite part was the boat when 

we went through a little lake and there were lights and music. After 

that came the most exciting part of the week: we went up to a high, 

snowy mountain (1330m), where there was a bobsleigh run and 

everyone had to get down somehow  I'm afraid of heights, so it was 

a huge challenge for me. At the end, it was worth it because the view 

was fascinating. We got to know each nation better and explored the 

best places near Abtenau.  (Réka, Anna) 

 

Wednesday 

We could spend a wonderful day in Salzburg. It is a beautiful city. 

We had to listen to a 2-hour long presentation about migration in 

Austria. (I wish we had explored the city instead of listening to it.) 

After that we could walk in the city in our free time. I enjoyed this 

part of the day. Then we took part at a guided tour in the castle. 

(Bence) 

 

 

 



Thursday 

The day started with dancing and English lessons. Then we went to an 

open-air museum. The tour there was quite informative we learnt a lot. 

After that program we went back to Abtenau. There were no other 

activities that day and we were given about 2-3 hours of free time in the 

city. Thursday was one of the simplest, yet one of the most entertaining 

days throughout our trip. (Ádám) 

 

 

Friday 

On the last day of our stay in Abtenau everyone gave their 

presentations. They were very informative, I learnt a lot from other 

cultures. Then all the students (of all nationalities) danced together. 

After that the organiser of this student exchange program handed out 

some awards. We won the first place of the video competition. Then 

we had some free time to look around the city for the last time. (Zsolt)  


